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SUMMARY

During the experimental testing of the ultralight, it was determined

that a pressure gauge would be required to monitor the simulated flight

loads. After analyzing several factors, which are indicated in the dis-

cussion section of this report, the Marsh J1678 pressure gauge appeared

to be the prominent candidate for the task. However, prior to the final

selection the Marsh pressure gauge was calibrated twice, using two dif-

ferent techniques. As a result of the calibration, the Marsh gauge was

selected as the appropriate measuring device during the structural test-

ing of the ultraligh_.

A
Although, there ar_ommerical pressure gauges available on the market

that would have proven to be more efficient and accurate. However in ord_

er to obtain these characteristics in a gauge, one has to pay the price

on the price tag, and this value is an exponential function of the degree

of accuracy efficiency, precision, and many other features that may be

designed into the gauge. After analyzing the extent of precision and ac-

curacy that would be required, a more expensive gauge wouldn't have proven

to be a financial benefit towards the outcome of the experiment.

/
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INTRODUCTION

There are several manufactures that design and produce a large variety

of measuring devices with specific capabilities that are predetermined for

each %nstrument.

The-i-_-are two primary objectives of this report. First, it will justify

the logical deductions that lead to the selection of the Marsh J1678 pres-

sure gauge as the measuring instrument to monitor the experimental loads

that would be exerted on the structure of the ultralight at any given time.

Second, it will indicate the two different techniques that were used to

calibrate the Marsh pressure gauge, and the margin o_ error thats associat_

ed with each reading as a result of each calibration.

Also, this report was written in partial fulfillment of course require-

ments in A.E. 592. This report is rated with a worth of 3/4 of a semester

hour out of the two hours of_A.Ec $92.
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Figure I
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Figure 2
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Calibration Process

There were two calibration tests performed on the Marsh J1678 pressure gauge

prior to its acceptance as an experimental measuring device. The firs= test was

completed with an Ashcroft dead weigh= tester (model no. 1300, and serial no. 1788).

The following procedures were used during the test process and are illus=rated

in Figure (5) in Appendix (B).

1 - The reservoir was filled with a ligh= mineral oil.

2 - Value B was retracted, so that the compression cylinder

could be filled with mineral oil from the resevoir.

3 - The Marsh pressure gauge was connected to the Ashcroft

tester at point E.

4 - Value B was closed to prevent the mineral oil from escaping

back into the reservoir.

5 - Value D was opened to expose the port of the pressure gauge

to the mineral oil contained in the compression cylinder.

6 - Weights of desired increments were added to the platform of

piston F.

7 - Value H was screwed until the piston floated freely approx-

ima=ely two inches above cylinder G.

8 - The platform was spun.

9 - A pressure reading was read from the pressure gauge.

After each incremental weight increase, the steps that followed the addition of

weights were compiled. With the Ashcroft dead weight tester, the Marsh pressure

gauge was calibrated up to 500 psi. Even though the tester had the capability of

calibrating a gauge above 500 psi, the accessories that were required to continue

the calibration process were not available. The calibra=ion data can be observed in

Table 1 and Figure 3.
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ASHCROFT DEAD WEIGHT TEST LAB RESULTS

CALIBRATED PRESSURE

(Psl)

GAUGE READING

(PSl)

i°

, 2O5 200

. 305 290

.

,

4O5

490

390

485"

TABLE I
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CALIBRATION PROCESS <CONTINUED)

The second calibration was accomplished by using the facilities at Richards-

Gebaur Air Force Base in Missouri.

Initially the test equipment was prepared for testing. The steps that were

involved in preparing the test equipment are outlined in appendix B. Once the

equipment was ready, the calibration process was completed by using the fol-

lowing steps:

A) Isolate the gauge from the test stand system by closing the associated

shut off valve.

B) Using an independent source of pressure connected to a master gauge of

known accuracy, connect this pressure source to the test port of the gauge to

be calibrated.

C) Remove the ring and glass from the gauge and use a screwdriver and ad-

just the position of the pointer by turning the self-locking worn adjustment

screw

D) Then check the calibration of the pressure gauge at several different

pressures, when the adjustment _is satisfactory replace the glass and ring

Howeve_ when the Marsh pressure gauge was tested, the gauge didn't need

to be adjusted, and this fact can be observed fron the data that was obtained

during the calibration process at Richard Gebaur. This data can be observed

in TABLE If, and the calibration curve can be observed in figure 4.
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5
RICHARD GEBAUR CALIBRATION RESULTS

A

i,

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

I0.

II.

CALIBRATED PRESSURE
(PSl)

4OO

50O

i000

1500

1800

2000

2100

2300

2500

2800

3000

INDICATED GAUGE PRESSURE

(PSI)

395

495

I000

1500

1800

2000

2100

2300

2500

2800

3000

TABLE II
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DISCUSSION

When a pressure gauge or any other measuring device is being considered

for a particular task, several factors have to be analyzed to ensure that the

proper gauge has been selected for the job. Because, if the time is not taken

to properly analyze these factors, complications as well as inaccuracies can

result directly from an improper selection. From the available gauges, the

Marsh J1678 pressure gauge was preferred over the other models and brands.

Our decision was based on several factors which included the gauges's op-

erating environment, readability, accuracy, measuring range, recalihration ca-

pabilities and versitility for future usages.

Readability During experimental testing the scale on the measuring in-

strument should be highly visible and relitively easy to comprehend. On the

Marsh pressure gauge the scale is marked with slashes in i00 psi increments.

The face on the dial gauge has a white enamel background with slashes and nu-

merical values painted in black enamel. The needle is also painted black which

enhances the reader's ability to accurately interpret the correct pressure.

Accuracy In experimental testing the degree of accuracy in the laboratory

data is an extremely important consideration. Therefore, methods should be

developed and practiced in the lab to enhance the accuracy of experimental

data, as long as the results of the experiment are more important than the cost.

The Marsh company publishes a handbook on standard gauges. This book shows

that the Marsh J1678 gauge has a margin of +/- 2% error for the middle half of

the scale, and +/- 3% for the remaining half. From Appendix A, it is evident

that the margin of error is much less than either 2 or 3 percent, except at

pressures below 175 psi.

Measurin_ Range The measuring range is a factor that can be easily over

looked when selecting the proper gauge. However, through a theoretical analy-

sis, it was determined that the ultralight structure could withstand approxi-

page I0



merely up to four G's, which is equivalent =o 600 psi, prior to catastrophic

failure. With this information, the range of loads that are of interest can

be determined and used in selecting the proper gauge. On the Marsh pressure

gauge, the effective range is from approximately 750 psi to 2250 psi, which is

the middle half of =hegauge.

Recalibration When recalibrating a pressure gauge it is beneficial to

have the ability to adjust the location of the pointer so tha_ it can be re-

adjusted to rest within the zero band when the pressure applied to the gauge

is zero. The Marsh pressure gauge includes a zero band denoting that the •

pointer may fall anywhere within this band when the gauge is properly calibra-

ted. In addition the gauge is designed in such a way that the needle can be

adjusted within a limited range so that a seriously damaged instrument can not

be falsely recalibrated.

Versatility When a gauge is selected for versatility a decision has to

be made as to whether the gauge will be used for a specific task or for a va-

riety of tasks. If the selection waa based on a specific task then, gauge

vers_ility can be limited. However, if the gauge was selected based on a va-

riety of tasks, then the gauge will have to be versatile in order to be used

efficiently. When the Marsh pressure gauge was selected, the selection was

based mainly on precision and accuracy. Even though vers/tility was not a de-

ciding factor, the manufacturer designed the gauge with versf=ility in mind.

The universal design features of the Marsh pressure gauge can be observed in

Table V.

J
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CONCLUSION

From the limited selection of gauges that were readily available the Marsh

J1678 pressure gauge was selected as the proper gauge for the task. However,

there are gauges on the market that would have proven to be more efficient in

accomplishing the same task. Also, it is evident from Figure I that accurate

scale reading will be difficult to obtain. Although the margin error (inac-

curacy) is not suspected to exceed +/- I0 psi. Although even with this error

and after analyzing the extent of accuracy that is required during experimen-

tal testing, in conjunction with the capabilities of the Marsh pressure gauge,

i= was concluded that the Marsh gauge would be an acceptable measuring device.

In determining the accuracy and precision of the Marsh instrument, the

Gaussian distribution method was used and the calculations are outlined in

Appendix A.

The results of the Gaussian distribution for the _/- 3s approach are as

follows:

FOR THE DEAD WEIGHT TESTER

Po _ (0.9795 T 0.0392)P i . 2.62 @ 12.78

FOR THE HYDRAULIC TESTER

Po = (1.002 +_ 0.004)P i - 4.22 _ 10.77

Where: Po - Marsh Pressure Reading (out-put)

Pi " Calibrated Pressure (in-put)
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APPENDIX A

(CALIBRATION CALCULATIONS)
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CALIBRATION CALCULATIONS

In the calibrating a pressure gauge =he relationship between the calL-

brated input pressure and the output ( Gauge Reading ) pressure is ideally

a straight line. However in reality nothing is perfect. Although the cali-

bration curve is still considered to be a straight line. This line was de-

termined through the least squares method. This method minimizes the sum

of the squares of the vertical deviations of the data points from the

fitted curve.

USING THE LEAST SQUARES METHOD

PO " MPi + B

Where:

P - Output Quantity
o

Pi " Input Quantity

M - Sole Of The Line

B - Intercept of the Line On the Vertical Azis

M

N _PiPo - (Z Pi)(Z Po)

N_;Pi2 . (Zpi)2

B

(_Po)(_IPi )2 " (_PiPo) (_Pi)

N_Pi 2 - (_Pi)2

Where: N is the total number of data points.
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STANDARD DEVIATION

42

m

N_Pi 2 - (_Pi)2

2

Sb =

N_P2i - (_,Pi)2

The numerical values of the mean and standard deviation were calculated

for both calibration processes. The data =hat was substituted into the above

equations were obtained from Table Ill and IV

Where:

2 I

•, --_ MPisp° (_: +S - Po)2

page 15



FORTHEASHCROFTrEST
MEAN

M _

( 5 )(5.25XI05 ) (1405) (1365)

(5) (5.39XI05) - (1405) 2

7.072XI05

7.219XI05
- 0.9795

S m

(1365) (5.39XI05) - (5.25Xi05) (1405)

7.219XI05

- 1.89X106

7.219XI05
•, - 2.62

STANDARD DEVIATION

S
m

(5) (123.66) \

7.219XI05

.1.308Xi0 "2

FOR 3s, Sm - +. 3.92 Xl0 "2
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I (.123.66)2(5.39X105)i_,2Sb ......... = 4.26
7.219 XIO5 /

FOR 3_, sb - + 12.78

FOR THE RICHARD GEBAUR HYDRAULIC TEST

MEAN

(II) (4.368Xi07) - (I. 989XI04) (I. 99LXI04)

(11)(4.369 XI07) - (1.991XI04) 2

8.474 XIO 7

= = 1.002
8.458 XIO 7

B

(1.989 XI04)(4.36 Xl07) - (4.368 Xl07) (1. 991 Xl04)

8.458 XI07

-3.573 XlO 8

8.458 XI07
- -4.22

STANDARD DEVIATION

S
m

. /. (11)(161.49)

8. 458 XI07

- 1.38 Xl0 -3

For 3s, S
m

ffi4.14 XI0 "3
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S
b = _ (161.49) (4.369XI06) _/2/8.458 XIO 7

- 3.589 For 3s_ Sm - 10.77
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Z

P°

1

2O5

3O5

405

49O

1405

CALC_.A_D

P
o

2O0

2 90

3 90

485

1365

DATO
OF THE ASHCROFT TSET

PiFo p!
z

25.0
25.0

4. i XIO 4
4.2XI04

8.85XI0 4
9.30XI04

1.58XI0 4
I. 64XI0 4

2.38XI05
2.4L_I05

5.25XI05
5.39XI0 5

p2
o

25.0

4.0XI04

8.41XI0 4

I.52XI05

2.35XI0 5

5.I2X10 5

TABLE IIl
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ASHCROFT DEAD WEIGHT GAUGE TESTER
TYPE 1300

DIRECTIONS FOR USING
m!L.g =.-St =>.,2:_,, ",,_" W,T_ ,A LIC'-'T G"._E 0F M",,-Z_.AL 0_ (z_5-_JT S,_-2. E::,'2"_ CLvC'-_'_ --.

v,,:ATE_. S_0:_;L._ DN'_Y 9'" "'_-'-_ W_-_-" _" !-_ M/-,MD,,t-T:"_.Y;, _UC,'- A-_ TF.-_TH';.3C - CX':,,T,-"k' G_UG"_..,S.
TC _:LL COM_ESSI_N CY,.',IN_':=_'C,: C'9_E 'VA_-VE'_: C-'_N VALVE'B'_ k_,;_ =_AC_, _;JT

CONN£CT GAUGE TO _E T_.$T_D AT'F".CLCSE VALV-'I=I'.AN:D O_E_ VALVE'DT ,=-ACE TH-_" ,_-_SlR_..D

',,¢EIGHTS' ON' W_!CHT PLATFO_I_ OF _,_TC, NI'_" AM_I I - -SCRE_ l IN'I'-I': U".CTIL. P:STCN'F'.AND T_E

v,,:T..I_,'_T5 AI_" P..,,_ATINC FR_LY ASO'JT 2" ASO',"_ T;"4'.r C',"L;NP_ "G:

_CI _ T£-CT£AS UP TO 5_0 I.=-_.C&PACITY TH" P!_CTON AN_ WEIC, L-FT I>_A'_.-'OAM .ALONE m,_.,_,./C_,
TI-:,C F!P.ST 5L=_--S, C_ ,=RESSUR_,_ T._R_-r-ORr-, Ir TWO 10 L_= WF._CMT5 A_. PLACr, D ON' TH_
FLATF_¢M. 2- _'55 PRESS'JR_ 15 PRODUC_D.

W©_TEST_S A_OVE -_COLSS. CAmACIT_', A SMALLER PIST_N'I _, :S US-'C, AND,,T_ r_ R!STON

,_,,,:_ V,,,'T.IGNT =L,..ATFORM ALONE PRC_UCE Tw, E Fi_-cT ICL=__._:- _R[SS_¢-:.

WEIGHTS AND PISTONS MUST BE KF_..FT
REVOLVING BY HAND DURINGTESTS

B'=FO_. '_:_',CONN_CTINC TH" GAUGe. BACK OUT "rMF COM_. EssIoM SCREW IH: THU_

IE_L_"AS_MG _R_SSU_E AN_ LOWE_RING WEIGHTS. TOINSU_,.CT_.AT N_ FRE_Su,=,-: !.5 _E_.I_NING,

VALVE "B" MAY BE 0PENCD. CLCS_'_i_" B--FORE MAKING NIFW Tr._T.

VALV_'IS ORI_INARI/Y LEFT OPEN AFTER .COM=RESSION CYLIN_m_=,'C'MAS BEEN
ORIC_INALLY FILL___ IT IS ONLY CLOS'_D WMEN RE-.PRIMiNG CYLINdeR _" AND IF GAUGE IS

IN PLACe.. WiLL THUS RETAIN ANY F_LJMINARY _RrSSUR_" WI_iCH I"tA,S _='EN P_DUCFD IN
T_r.,, CA UC,E.

SU'IT_'_E WP_ENCH_'S, 'TO0 .' _,FTC. ACCOMPANY TM _. TEST_'._ FO_ CONNECTING GAUGE
A._'D M.A_'C AC,..':.'-<TM-"N'T5.

MADE OI":__Y BY

ASHCROFT GAUGE. DIVFSiON
OF Figure V

pa_e 22
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T.O. 33A2+2-35-I Sc,:,ic _ \'[_

F---_=-apH$ 7-1 to 7-4

SECTION VII
CALIBRATION

[
7-1. GENERAl..

7-2. A calibration check is required ever}" 180 days,
however, calibration of the complete test stand as a unit is
not cor_idered practical. Refer *.o paxagraph 3-5 for the
initia_ adjustment_ to be made before opera:ion of the t,es:
sun d.

7-3. FLUID TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER.

(15, figure 4-2.)

7-4. To adJu._t the fluid temperature controller, pro-
ceed as follows :

I CAUTIUN I

The fluid temperature controller requires
cle_n, dry, oil free air at 18 to 20 psi. A
piece of _rd paper (llntfree) placed between

the nozzle (I0, figure 7-I) and the flapper (9)
will show the presence of moisture, oil, or

dirt. Add dryers or filters to the air st:pply
line as required to obtain clean dry air before

operating or calibrating the temperat'J_re con-
troller. Be sure the flapper is lined up with
the nozzle and makes a square contact.

a. Turn on air and drafnfilter (15, figure4-7) through

its drain valve. Adjust pressure regulator (6)to 20
psl supply pressure a5 sho_m on supply gage (15, fig-

u.re 7-I). Set red index pointer (I) at 100"F by turn°

in_ index setting knob (6).

b. Operate the test stand to pump oil past the sensing
eierr.ent of the temperature controller (refer to pama-

graph 4-5 and step j of paragraph 3-5 for this oper_tt-

ir_ procedure).

c. Observe the operation of the temperature con-
troller.

Note

Temperature control processes respond slowly
(as compared wtLh pressure). Be sure that the

period of observation is ofsu/ficient length fcr
the controller to respond to changes in o_I

temperature. Also, the position of the se.,,.$in E
element in the hydr._ulic c_rcuit will cause long

delays in adjusting due to load changes.

d. If observation of the temperature controller shows
L%at the controlled temperature cycles too much, pro-

ceed as follows:

(I) Turn proportior2.1 band adjustment (12, figure

7-I) with a screwdriver to increase (widen) the pro-

portional band in steps unt_l the controller iS just
stable.

j

(2) Then increase the setting uy half for a margin

of s tabiliP,'.

e. If observation ofLhetemper_-t-.::e controllersho_m

b_t the conWolled temperatuce is _lu.lg_shor wander-

Jr,g, proceed ms follows:

(I) Turn proportior, a! band zd:'iatmen: (12) with a
screwdriver to decrease the proportional band in

steps until measurement is jittery or just cycles a bit.

(2) Increase proportional bandu.-.tilcontrol ls stable.

(3) Then increase the setting byhzlf for a margin of

stability.

Note

An attempt to secure z fine o;erati.,_ zdj ,u.st-

merit which £s ju.s: s_ble unger the operating
conditions of the moment is not advised since

slightly changed cperatir._ cor.d!tior.s w:ll

probably result in Lnstab_.iity =nd cycl£r.g.

f. Normal adjustment of the te.m.perat,lre controller
should not require excessive zdj-.:stment. If the pro-
cess being controlled ts sub}ect to ex"ceme tempera-

ture changes or frequent shut-dowrns and stmrt-ups the

temperature controller should be observed through
the period of upset to make certain tl'.mt it remains
stable.

g. If continued adjustment does no; brir,_the process

under control, refer to the L-ou_le shooting table in

Section VI and. check for erratic behavior in the hy-
draulic system, water system, an2 temperat'.u'e con-

troller. To determine if :.he controller or t.he process

is at .'sult,operatethe controller m_nually as follows:

(I) Set rcd index po'nter (I)well z_ove black indicat-

ir.g pointer (2) and alive C_O de._::ed temperat_u-e of
the hydr=ulic _iuid.

(2) Adjust '.heair suppl, presz:re regulator valve

to %-arythe press,J.rec= th,._ cor.'.:,:Icrdiap_'A-P._.-'2.,and

Lhus manu=!ly regulate the zctio:}of t.hecontroller.

(3) When temperature s:zbilize5 at desired value,

record the pressure on the output g_se (5).

(4) Move the red index pointer (1) back toward the

.cswed tcn_perRtuxe ur.til U_c pr:ssure on the output

age (5) jr_ t drops. Restore the a_r supply press=re

: ,20 psi. "%.Iju._tthe red ,,,dvxp..,,_terto be su-c t:.r

• tvssu.rc ,.., the output _.:tt;':,'., t.:t-_..ht to the exact

:Jue r:.r_; : .-i in step (5) l_.,._v(,. " I !r" / I i[

Chang-.d 7 April 1969 7



iu. VII T.O. 33A2-2-35-I

I. _.ed [zdex PoLnter

Z. BLzc_: [nd[czt_ng P_in'_er

3. PrOcess Connection BLock

4. _ea.sur_n_ Head Asser'2,Dly

(__,ercury _c_ated)

S. Ou_pu_ Gage

6. index Setting Knob

7. Synchronizing Nut

9. Feed_ck Dtzphr_gm AssembLy

9. FL%pper

I0. NozzLe

II. Proportional Dial

i_-, Proportional Band Ad]us:ment

13. Relay Assembly

14. Orifice Cleaner Button

15. Supply Gage

FTgure F!uid Temperature Controller, Door Open

Note

[f the process can be controlled ..,..an,'.aIl7

(steps I :hrouga 3) but not automa::cxL!? (step 4)

We trouble ts _n the controller. [Z LEe process

c._nnct be controLled ___,anu.ally,the t._oubIe is

{n _e _t.er system or the hydrzul[c _ystem.

ch_.-.ge. _e _ure :o it[o'_z :ez_'_eme-,t :o :er,t:e it

., " .e.u. e .oroceed:ng.

L. _ eu_-.-"ut_'age pressure Ls stgnLftczntly different

fro.-.'.9 ?.si _nd LSe ",est s_nd [s :o 0e oper:_:_d at one

temper_'J.Te for z long period, the red poi.::_er m_y

be b_ought to a..'..,_:_hing posit/on "&'tLh ti:_ black

,_o[n'.er by :urnin_ sy!'.chron_.z[n_ nu: (7).

_'lote

f
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T.O. 33A2-2-35-1 Sec:ton VII

Paragraph_ 7-5 to 7-9

to be freq,4entl7 v_J-ted, synchronization "ui_h

eaC_'o load change Ls not necessary; proceed _s

in step h a.bove.

7-$. HYORAULIC INDICATORS ZERO ADJUSTMENT.

The pressure _,_jes supplied ,_i_ the test stand h_.ve

Ldjust_ble po:nters to permit recctlLbra'.,ng the g_.ges.
_ro r_.c=libr_.[_ • :I.gage, proceed _s [otlo,_-s:

• . Lsot_:e Lhe g'_e _rom the _est s:'_nd system o?

closing _e _ssomated shut o[f valve.

c. Ren:ove "he r:_,X _nd ==lass fro.-'_"..',e.ga:_-e. Use aL

screwcL-:'..: .Lnd _diust :Y.e _osL:_on o{ '.",epo:.".ter by

t'.IrnLa_ L:e ,ie.L_-!.ock_,",g 'uot-..-2. _dj',:3r.m__t sc:'e'_¢.

_r_; p.'-..,5_z:r_$. W_e,: ld;uscmen_ i,_ ,_a',,s,_,%ctory.

re;._ce ,.",.:4;a.ss a.r.dr;ng.

e. P.KF_,'C" i.'_L."._-CCJr3.te _3._e "_J.C 3"..'L'IOC.'3e7eCO.tt-

b. Use an i.ndependent source o(" press:.trz iha.._.d

pump) connected :o a master gage of kc,own :zccurat,'1";

connect :h;s pressure source to t.,_,erest port oi-_.e

gage to be ca.1_brated.

7.6. ELECTRICAL INDICATORS ZERO AOJUST?.AENT.

_e voltmeter ,,_nd ammeter _e _uppI!ed ",-'ith an ex:ernaJ

zero adjustment. U_e a _crewd_ver to adjust,pointer to

zero with r.o current _o'.v. J

7-7. RESERVOIR AIR RELIEF VALVE ADJUSTMENT.

The air relie_" vnJ.ve, _or the hydr_u!ic reser,:oLr. (93, t'igu.re

i-5) must be seC to re!_eve if presa.u, re is t._e line exceeds
125 psi. By _po'*ying regulated _r, it can be determined at

•;vha_ psi the relief valve opens. The pressure ar which the

v'a_ve initially opens can he adjusted by increasing or

dec,-e_ing :he sp_n_ :ension.

7-8. INSPECTION OF RESERVOIR L_VEL FLOAT

SWITCH. The s_tch, $15 L;_ure i-6. _-_}l cut o_'f the

electric immersion heaters i£ ".he hydzau!ic (luid level falls

below 3/4 full. If the sw_tch does not function properly
when inspected replace it.There is no adjustment.

7-9. MANOMETER CALIBRATION. The accuracy o_"the
manometer is confirmed by initial preparation a_d :.he I_e-

fore use adjustment requirements con:ained in pax:tg'raph

,3-5 i. Further calibration is _ot requ_,red.
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APPENDIX C

(MANUFACTURE'S INFORMATION ON MARSH GAUGES)
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Marsh Standard Gauges

_k _Sl B4-0.1 Grade B accuracy

s ±2% of span inmiddle half

0f scale, '-3% of span for rest

of scale.

Specifications

Accuracy

Grade _ Pressure and Vacuum Gauge
-- s_3ecifications as established by ANSi Standard

B40.1--I 974, states that the permissible error

shall not exceed 2% of scan at any point
between 25% and 75% of soan; in the rest of

the scale, 3% is permissible.

_C__zes and connections

1 '/z", 2", 2'./=", 3½" and 4½" dial sizes. All

connections are male N.P.T. 1 ;zz" size has _="
bottom or center back outlet. 2" and 2',t2" sizes
Have ;/," or ¼" bottom or center back outlets.
3'/£" size has 'A" bottom or center back outlet.

4_,-__ size has ",," bottacn outlet.

Bourdon tube assembly

For Vacuum and Pressures to 600 psi Tube, tip

and socket are cooper alloy.

For High Pressures. 1.000 to 5.000 psi
Ni-Span-C Bourdon tube; copper alloy tip and
socket.

M oven1 ent

Standard movement for all 2% 2;_', 3;_", and

4½" gauges is t,he new Acculite TM 2.000. It is
made of glass-filled thermoplastic polyester,
and is available either with or without

Recalibrator in some models (see Selection

Guide).

1'/2" Standard Gauges feature a copper alloy

movement.

See :ege 3 for fuller descripsons of both

movements.

Dial

New cupped dials are made of steel, with
white enamel background and black printed

matter. 2." and 2;z=" only.

Case patterns and construction

Plain Case. Slip Ring--drawn steel, 1½%
3W', 4½".

Plain Case, Twist-lock Ring--drawn steel, 2"
and 2'/=".

Plain C_earfront--drawn steel, 1 t/z".

Stainless C;earfront--drawn stain[ess steel,
1 W' and 2"

Flush Case, Sna!3 Ring--drawn steel. 2.",
2F_', 3'A".

Liquid-filled Plain Case, Nonremovable Ring--
phenolic, 2;/= ''.

Drawn steel cases and rings are finished in

black semi-gioss enamel.

Drawn steel cases in a flush pattern have a
ciear zinc finish.

Drawn stainless steel cases have a brushed
stainless s_eel finish.

Lens

All Standard Gauges are supplied with flat glass
lens excetot for Clearfront cases, which have

a molded acrylic press-fit front. 1½" Plain
Case Gauges have a flat plastic crystal.

Phenolic case liquid-filled gauges--
special construction features

Neoprene plug seals fill port.

Sr, ap-in, nonremovable #olypropylene retaining
ring.

Accuracy is ±3% of span in middle hair of scale.

300 series stainless steel internal construction is

available in bottom connection in selected

ranges.

2.V=" dial size only.

Cup0ed aluminum dial with black numerals on
white background.

Restrictor screw is supolied as standard.

Glyc_rin filling d=lmpens pulsation and vibration.
Suitable for use from --30 ° to 150°F. Other

fills available on sce=ial order.
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Tvlarsh Standard Gauge Selection Guide

COPPER

_.,_ALLOY

BOUR00N

TUBE

i
_II-SPAN-C

BOUROGN

TUBE

01AL SIZE I ½" I Z"
l

i i

CALF. ;AATERI_L ,, Steel 'tStainles,:Steell, Steel

?_ain Clearfront CIearfrant i

i
!Canter [Canter Center {

C0,_J;JECTIONLOC.ATION aott.,'mlBack Bott.-'rnlBack ',Bert=m!Back Bottom
I

C_._,_R ECTIrJ,*_ISiZE ¼" ¼" W' ¼"

RECALIBRATOR ,_Jo _o Yes _o ,_o

AESTRICTOR Yes ;'lone _lone _Icne ,_.lene

'JACUUM 30" HS/--10O kPa 'JllO5 _JI_.S5 !JZC051

; i i
x 30 psil--100x Zl0 kPa !JlllZ ! !JZrJ1zl

x :30_;i,'--ICOx 40(3kPa .IJill4 .iJl3t4

.30"Hg

_'0" Hg

CI_.MpOU,_O I:_0"Hg

30" Hg

CASE PATTERN

x 100 osil--lOOx 70(]kPa i

x 150 psi/--IQ0x 1000 kPa I

I i

i,_Jo ,_Io _Io No No No

_Icne ,_Ione _Ione None >Ione ,_Ione

¢

i
i

h

I
30" Hg x 2.00p.si/--IQ0x 1400 kPa I ....

30" Hq x 300 ;asi/--1Q0 x Zl00 kPa I " " "J0'"Hg x 4010_sil--1O0x Zg00 kPa

1_ psi/100 kP_

30 psi/1.10 kPa JI04Z

PRE3SURE

i

!Jlllg

Pfain

Center
Back

:JI¢C,5
r

i

J14;/.

Jilt

i
;.J141;]

l

I
JI 4Z JIBaZ

J131_

JII4Z _,Jl_4Z JZ 4Z

J1.]43 :Jl148 ;J1_'43 'J1843 34.3 }J2.n4B

GOpsi/C00kPa

I00 _sil7n9kPa

I60 ;_sill.I00kPa

ZOO psill.400kPa

J005Z J025_ J065Z

;JG0_IJOZ54 30454 J06541

IJIISZ

;J;154

:J145Z iJIGSZ :JI3_Z I JZrJSZ

!JT454 !JIGS4 iJl_._z _J4.54

HIGH

PRESSURE

t 300 psilZ.lCO kPa

400 #sJ/_._O0kPa

S00]psi/3.r,00 kPa

G00 psil4.000 kPa

1.000 psilT.0Q0 kPa

1.5(]0 psillO.0OO kPa

2.000 psit14.000 kPa
3._C0 osi/21 000 kPa

=5.0,00 psi!35.Q00 kPa

J

I
• !J115B

" !JllGO

Q

tji_641

(') all high-ptesSurs gauges _a'/e reSttict_:rs as standard equipment

"T_._3 I,E V
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DESICN OF STATIC REACTION GANTRY

FOR AN ULTRALIGRT AIRPLANE DESTRUCTION TEST

Howard W. Smith*

Ualversity of Kansas

Lawrence, Kansas

Abstract

The steel gantry superstructure needed to

perform an airplane static test is described.

Standard civil engineering design practices are

used to react the loads generated by an airplane

in flight. Reaction columns are mounted on a

structural floor to carry the wing airloads and

the downward acting fuselage loads are carried

directly into the floor. The gantry can

accommodate a general aviation airplane or

rocorcraft. An immediate use for an ultralight

airplane is shown as an example configura_ion of

the four main steel, frames.

Introduction

There have been several accidents involving

ultralight aircraft. In some of these the

integrity of the structure was questloned, ill**.

As a result it was decided that a structural _es_

should be performed.

Discussion

Approach

Since ¢ime and funds were limiting factors,

it was decided that a structural test to

destruction would be performed in the same manner

as an FAA static _est would be performed for

certification of a new general aviation

airplane. Testing was abbreviated to include

only one flight condition. The "point" to be

tested was chosen as point "A" on the V-n

diagram.

Airplane Description

The manufacturer called the airplane an

"Airmass Sunburst Model 'C'." It is nine feet

high, sixteen fee_ long, and has a wingspan of

thirty-slx feet. Additional details are shown in

Figures i and 2, and Table i.

/

Fig. 1 Airmass Sunburst Model 'C'.

*Professor, Aerospace Engineering **Numerals in brackets are references.
Associate Fellow, AIAA



Hsnsar Description

A speciall? designed hangar houses

univers£ty-owned airplanes. The eaatern half

also has a structural cesc floor, which Is a

scaled version of the structural floor at the

8eechcraft Plant in Wichita, Kansas. Figures 3

and 4 show the salient features of the floor. A

cruciform test section is fourteen Inches of

reinforced concrete, with "I-Beams" embedded in

floor. These embedded beams provide "up

reaction" where needed, and also serve as a

foundation for the steel columns of the gantry.

A major shortcoming of the hangar is the

lack of an overhead crane. A clearance of

twenty-one feet six inches ks available for

mobile crane operations.

Loads

The empty weight of the airplane Is 273.9

pounds, determined by three-polnt weighing.

Total weight ("Basic Flight Design Weight') Isl

Fuel 15.5 #

Pilot 175.0

Airp. 273.9

TOTAL 464.4

TabLe 1

Airmaes Sunburst Ultrallght Model 'C'

Geometric Specifications:

Length 17.58 ft

Reight 9.69 fc

W£ng Span 36.00 fc

Wing Area 150.93 f_2

Kspect P.atio 8.59

HGC 4.19 f_

Wing Taper Ratio 0.92

Incidence Angle 5.50 deg

Tall Area 28.04 ft 2

Tail Span 9.33 ft

Dihedral Angle -40.00 deg

Performance Specifications :

• _ 1.45
_ax

• OWE 277.48

Stall Speed 43.11

Cruise Speed 50-75

Cuyuna 430 cc 30 _P engine.

Ibs

ft/sec

ft/sec

' _r_c_s ,NCHES

R, ,0 _%2 5Z2_
R2 4774d 5L_18
R3 78.252 5Q_6
R4 I12248
R_ _.244 4'.}53_ R x

' R6 IdO252 4_.dl40 ,_

,,,N__E,: s:,_o.9_FT' { \V I
WING &PAN; b = 36.0 FT / I _,

_; r_ _s_---- / I -F _
•SWEEP: A_=o', .A.c4:"ozs':Aq.z : -o.ss" _

,NCIOENCE: wmIG' 55" : TALL; LS" / 1 I I _

_,q[FE_NCE Ut_ d5.4_ ,l_O.IE$
FOS_ OF w_& LE,_3_C, EOC_

_¢" I Pew1 :_m
i

23 _G-27,33,37
4 v_, -'._
5 : *G -SZ

& _., -37

9 NC-_

" IS -3,4
_I TS -Z2
_2 EN-12

I_ P_OPELU:R

>
I- AIY}

UCTI_UC,H_ _ "
GROUP

• _ SUNBURST, Moor-'C"

C.'<+B_+:c,+.m _.,,u_ T_P'VEw ICmmC_.,1.%

-- Fig. 2 Planview - "Sunburst".



Fig. 3 Cruclfor_ Floor.

, . , , / JOIN'T ALL.
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TYPICAL SECTION
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WAT E P. '

© ,
Fig. 4 Embedded Beams.



For structural test purposes, the design limit

load factor was assumed to be. n - 4.0. A factor

of safety of 1.5 was assumed, [2].

Using these values, the estimate maximum

ultimate load is:

1.5 (4.0) (464.4) - 2786.4 pounds

Rounded, the design ultln_te load is 2,800 ibs.

Steel Gantry

Steel used for the superstructure was

designed for a general aviation airplane of the

"King Air" class. Using the 12,500 lb. limit as

prescribed by FAR Part 23, the ultlmate load

would be 1.5 x 4.0 X 12,500 = 75,000 pounds.

This load can be carried by four reaction

columns. Round off this number, a column load of

20,000 pounds was used for the steel design. A

beam connecting each palr of columns was designed

for a 40 kip load. A beam and two columns,

called a "portal', was provided for each wlng_

the aft fuselage, and the forward fuselage. The

four portals are connected to each other with

beams in the water plane, Fig. 5.

Each column base plate was centered over a

floor beam. Each of the three parallel floor

beams is on four foot centerllnes, and the

columns are located on the outer beams. Since

the portal height was chosen to be slxteen feet,

a portal is twice as high as It is wide. Each of

these portals acts as a slender frame, and

requires sway bracing normal to the plane of the

portal. An external brace is located on every

column ten feet froe the floor and extending

outward and downward at a forty-five degree

angle, Fig. 6. The sway brace itself consists of

clevises at each end, a turnbuckle and _wo five-

elghth inch diameter rods. Each column is tied

to its nearest neighbor with a short sway brace,

and the four columns near the wlng-body root are

diagonally tied w_.th long sway braces, Fig. 7.

All the steel is type A36 and all bolts are

type A325 per the AISC landbook, [3] . A llst of

the standard steel section chosen is given in

Table 2.

\

Fig. 5

\

"x

\
Overall Steel Installation.

9 -31/£ .......... .

\
\

\
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Flg. 6 External Sway Bracing.

PbAI_ VIEW ..

Fig. 7 Internal Sway Bracing.



Table 2. Steel Sections.

8 Columns W8x24 16'

4 Channels C12x20.7 5'

4 Beams N16x40 5'

2 Beams WIBx40 12'

4 Beams W8x24 8'

All bolts loaded in tension and shear are

three-quarter inch diameter. BolTs at column

base plate clamps are flve-elghth inch

dlameter. Beam-to-beam connections are made by

"good civil engineering practices." A pair of

angles Is fillet welded To the beam web at each

end. The outstanding flange has a hole pattern

that matches the repeating pattern in each column

flange. Beam "seat" angles are provided for easy

construcclon and dlsaseembly. All assemblies

were cleaned and grey primed after welding. All

assemblies were painted royal blue before

installation.
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